
 
 NEGATIVE CASH 

 
RCW 43.88.260 states no fund can have a deficit cash balance at the end of the biennium.  If any GL 1355 is in a 

credit position add GL1205 AND/OR GL1206 ONLY to it.  If the overall cash is still in a credit position have your board 

authorize a transfer of funds to cover the deficit. 

 

Before 12th month June closes on July 10th and after cash activity has been entered for the month run a data 

express report, a GA1409A, a Fund Ledger (GA1332), or any report that will give you the balance in GL1355, GL1205 

and GL1206 by fund.  If the combined total of the ledgers is a credit you must transfer in cash to cover the deficit. 

 

The following is a list of transaction codes to use for the various transfers. 

 

      ACCRUAL IN   PAYMENT IN 

       ONE YEAR     NEXT YEAR 

 

Fund types 2,3,4,5    145R 1353/1110  145 1110/1353 

Fund type 3     410 1110/5153  410R 5153/1110 

Fund types 2,4,5    406R 1110/5153  406 5153/1110 

 

You must use two transactions from  one column when recording an entry. 

 

For instance Fund 149 (Fund type 3) has a deficit cash balance and you decide to transfer cash from Fund 524 (Fund 

type 4) to cover the deficit.  Before June closes in the old year you make the following entries. 

 

T/C 410, Fund 149    1110/5153 

T/C 145R, Fund 524    1353/1110 

 

For the new year reversal use the transaction codes in the second column that correspond to your entries in the old 

year. 

 

T/C 410R, Fund 149    5153/1110 

T/C 145, Fund 524    1110/1353 

 

Because of the pooled cash process the 1110 ledgers will be converted to GL1355. 

 

To make sure the accruals are reversed in the new year both GAT forms should be written at the same time.  The 

first to record the transfer in the old year and the second to record the payment in the new year. 

 


